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ABSTRACT

Unintentional lane departures on straight roads cause many road fatalities each year. The objective of this study was to explore and model drivers’ recovery steering maneuvers in unintentional drift situations, to enable the prospective safety benefit assessment of lane departure warning and avoidance systems through counterfactual simulations. The timing and amplitude of the steering adjustments drivers make to avoid lane departure were studied over three data sets with different origins, consisting of both naturalistic data and experimental data from a driving simulator study. With respect to timing, the main finding was that visually distracted drivers often initiate the corrective steering response prior to looking back towards the road, demonstrating that lane-keeping information in the visual periphery is sufficient to trigger the response. As for steering amplitude, the observed amplitudes were correlated against different lane departure risk metrics from the literature, resulting in a model capable of accounting for human behavior across all three data sets with good performance. Surprisingly, a very simple model (which describes the steering amplitude as increasing quadratically with the vehicle’s orientation to the road) predicted the amplitude of the primary corrective steering adjustment better than models based on more complex lane departure risk metrics. This result indicates that drivers scale the amplitude of their steering adjustment to the steering input needed to get the vehicle back in the lane already at first response. However, it was possible to obtain a similar model fit using a more complex threshold model, with different dynamics depending on the vehicle’s current orientation to the road. We discuss how these findings can be applied to models of human steering for safety benefit assessment.

1. Introduction

Unintentional lane departures contribute to a large portion of road fatalities on European and US roads (Kuehn et al., 2009; Kusano & Gabler, 2014; Najm et al., 2007; Strandroth, 2015). In fact, studies show that as many as one-third of all road fatalities can be attributed to lane departures (Kusano & Gabler, 2014; Strandroth, 2015). Driver distraction and inattention degrade lane-keeping performance (Horrey et al., 2008; Kountouriotis & Merat, 2016; Okafuji et al., 2018; Reed-Jones et al., 2008) and have been
identified as the leading causes of roadway departures (Amarasingha & Dissanayake, 2014; McLaughlin et al., 2009; Najm et al., 2007), with the majority of the incidents occurring on straight roads (McLaughlin et al., 2009; Sternlund, 2017).

Several advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) targeting lane departures caused by visual distraction have emerged in recent years. The traffic safety benefit of these systems, such as Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Keeping Assistant Systems (LKAS), has been estimated using real-world data based on insurance claims and in-depth studies (Isaksson-Hellman & Lindman, 2018; Utiainen et al., 2020). Counterfactual simulations in a virtual environment could complement these retrospective studies (which examine crashes that have already happened) with a prospective benefit assessment (which estimates the benefit of potential systems), while also having the capacity to provide a large amount of data at a relatively low cost (see, e.g., Alvarez et al., 2017; International Organization for Standardization, 2019; Page et al., 2015). However, counterfactual simulations require that a computational driver model featuring realistic human steering behavior be in the loop.

Human steering behavior has been extensively studied, and several models targeting drivers’ lane-keeping behavior have been proposed (Donges, 1978; Goodridge et al., 2022; Land & Horwood, 1995; Markkula et al., 2018; Okafuji et al., 2018; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Summala et al., 1996; Wilkie & Wann, 2003). It has been suggested that the driver uses two levels of control: compensatory and anticipatory (Donges, 1978). The compensatory level uses information from regions near the vehicle, such as lane position, to stabilize the vehicle in the lane—while the anticipatory level uses information from far regions, such as optic flow, to guide steering along a desired path (Mole et al., 2016; Okafuji et al., 2018; Salvucci & Gray, 2004). A common way to model anticipatory control is through aim point models (Donges, 1978; Kondo & Ajimine, 1968; Mole et al., 2016; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Zhou et al., 2020), which build upon the assumption that drivers steer by looking ahead and using one or several aim points along the future path. The aim points constantly move along with the vehicle: the relative distance from the aim point to the vehicle is kept constant. However, more recent literature suggests that, alternatively, drivers use target waypoints along the predicted future path to steer during routine driving (Lappi et al., 2020; Tuhkanen et al., 2019). In contrast to aim points, target waypoints have fixed locations (thus, they do not move with the vehicle), and drivers shift their gaze to a new waypoint at regular intervals. In either case, driver behavior during everyday driving does not necessarily generalize to recovery steering in critical lane departure situations. Markkula (2015) suggested that everyday driving can be modeled with closed-loop control. However, he added that evasive maneuvers are often performed with a single ballistic adjustment in response to the critical scenario, motivating an open-loop control model.

Recent research has indicated that driver motor control consists of intermittent actions. Several computational driver models have been based on this finding (Cheng et al., 2020; Gordon & Srinivasan, 2014; Markkula et al., 2018; Martínez-García et al., 2016; Martínez-García & Gordon, 2017; Svärd et al., 2017). Martínez-García and Gordon (2017, 2019) designed a multiplicative human control (MHC) model for lane keeping, motivated by previous research showing that human control responses in compensatory tasks can be characterized by a multiplicative controller (i.e., each control action depends on the product of all previous control errors). In their proposed model, the driver steers intermittently based on information from both the compensatory and anticipatory levels. For compensatory control, the model uses the change in splay angle error. The splay angle is the optical projection of the angle between a vertical line and the lane markers on either side of the road (Beall & Loomis, 19; E. S. Calvert, 1954; L. Li & Chen, 2010; Warren, 1982; see Section 2.3.2). The splay angle error is defined as the difference between the left and right splay angle and provides information about the vehicle’s lateral position in the lane, independent of the yaw rotation. Anticipatory control is modeled by calculating the critical normalized yaw rate (CNYR), a yaw rate-based measure that can be used to indicate whether the vehicle will exceed the lane boundaries within a certain preview time. A value between −1 and 1 corresponds to the vehicle staying in-lane. Cheng et al. (2020) also assumed intermittent steering actions and showed how inverse time-to-lane-crossing (ITLC) can be used to predict driver steering interventions (a higher value indicates a higher risk of lane departure). Cheng and colleagues proposed that the driver follows a satisfying behavior, with a distinct peak in the probability of a steering correction around a specific ITLC value. Little has been done to computationally model driver steering in lane departure situations, with the rare exception of models based on a non-cognitive framework (e.g., artificial neural networks or nonlinear autoregressive models with exogenous input) whose purpose was to make the lane departure recovery maneuver of LKAS less intrusive (Zulkepli et al., 2018). Most literature on driver steering behavior targets non-critical situations on curved roads (e.g., A. Li et al., 2019; Markkula et al., 2018; Salvucci, 2006; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Zhou et al., 2020), during lane changes (e.g., Cheng et al., 2020; Salvucci, 2006; Salvucci & Gray, 2004), or during routine lane keeping (Gordon et al., 2009; Gordon & Srinivasan, 2014; Markkula et al., 2018; Martínez-García & Gordon, 2017, 2018; Salvucci, 2006; Salvucci & Gray, 2004). To the authors’ best knowledge, none of these models take the driver’s gaze direction into consideration. Though a few studies have analyzed lane departure recovery maneuvers (Erikkson et al., 2018; Hildreth et al., 2000; Navarro et al., 2017), no models of drivers’ steering timing and amplitude have been suggested outside of the routine lane-keeping domain. Goodridge et al. (2022) proposed that the timing and amplitude of human steering responses when exposed to a set of lane departure variations (defined by the starting position and heading angle) could accurately be explained by the accumulation over time of perceptual evidence about steering, but the authors did not specify a model to describe the mechanisms in more detail. A similar setup was used in a driving simulator study by Hildreth et al. (2000). They demonstrated that larger departure angles result in increased steering correction magnitudes. Later, the two-point steering model by Salvucci & Gray (2004) was able to accurately replicate the steering profiles of two selected drivers from Hildreth’s study. However, the model explicitly assumes that the driver aims to reposition the vehicle in the center of the lane, which may not always be the case (not least due to differences between drivers). Moreover, the model parameters were individually tuned to each driver.

The overall aim of the current work is to explore and model recovery maneuvers in unintentional lane departures from straight roads caused by drift (i.e., not traction loss). To achieve this aim, three data sets were used to analyze the timing and amplitude of the primary corrective steering adjustment, defined as the first steering adjustment in the opposite direction of the lane departure (i.e., the driver’s first corrective steering action). Since many lane departures without prior traction loss are caused by visual distractions
(Sternlund, 2017), one objective is to describe the timing of the primary corrective steering adjustment in relation to the driver’s last off-road glance. A second objective is to identify metrics associated with the driver’s subjectively perceived lane departure risk. The third and final objective is to use the identified lane departure risk metrics as predictors in models of the primary corrective adjustment’s steering amplitude.

2. Method

The analysis in this paper was performed using data from three different sources, to make the potential driver model as generally valid as possible. This section gives an overview of the data sets and describes how lane departure events were extracted from each. Moreover, descriptions of the data preprocessing required for each data set are provided, as are details on how to identify the primary corrective steering adjustment for each lane departure event.

2.1. Data

Two of the data sets comprised naturalistic driving data collected in real cars on real roads. The first data set (referred to here as “the EyesOnRoad data set”; see Section 2.1.1) consisted of relatively shallow angle lane departures which the drivers were able to resolve efficiently, while the second (“the SHRP2 data set”; see Section 2.1.2) contained lane departure crashes and near-crashes.

Relevant lane departure events were identified by database queries, followed by manual video inspection to ensure that only unintentional drift events with a minimal number of confounding factors were included. Drivers can be assumed to adopt a satisficing lane-keeping behavior (Boer, 2016; Summala, 2007) and, thus, accept some lateral drift within their personal comfort boundaries. However, once the boundaries are exceeded, the following departure can be considered unintentional. In practice, events were considered potentially intentional, and were consequently excluded, if they were influenced by infrastructure (e.g., intersections or construction sites), environment (e.g., glare), or other road participants (e.g., oncoming heavy traffic in the adjacent lane). Events known to involve driver intoxication or excessive speeding were also excluded, although this information was not available for all events. The minimum departure speed was set to 50 km/h to avoid events in places with an abundance of confounding factors, such as urban intersections or parking lots. Examples of the forward views at the departure in the naturalistic data sets are provided in Fig. 1 (Panels a and b).

Since the number of highly critical lane departures was relatively low in the naturalistic data sets, these events were complemented with a third data set collected in a driving simulator study using a high-fidelity full-motion simulator (“the Run-off-road simulator study data set”; see Section 2.1.3). The lane departures in the simulator study were artificially induced (i.e., vehicle rotation without kinematic cues while the driver was looking away) and had larger relative yaw angles than were observed in the other data sets. Fig. 1 (Panel c) shows the outward view of the driving simulator used to collect the Run-off-road simulator study data set. Furthermore, Table 1 highlights the most important data set differences.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Source (country)</th>
<th>Gaze data source</th>
<th>Departure types</th>
<th>No. of departures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EyesOnRoad</td>
<td>Naturalistic (Sweden)</td>
<td>Manual annotation</td>
<td>Naturally occurring lane exceedances without crashes</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRP2</td>
<td>Naturalistic (US)</td>
<td>Manual annotation</td>
<td>Naturally occurring lane exceedances leading to a near-crash or crash</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-off-road simulator</td>
<td>Driving simulator (Sweden)</td>
<td>Eye tracker</td>
<td>Artificially induced events with high risk of lane exceedance</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Illustrations of the three data sets used in this study. Panel a: Forward view from a lane departure event in the EyesOnRoad data set. Panel b: Forward view from a lane departure event in the SHRP2 data set. Panel c: Outward view of the driving simulator used in the Run-off-road simulator study data set. Photo credit: Hejdlösa bilder / VTI.
baseline data collection, which was the only part of the data set considered in this paper.

For the present analyses, the entire set of baseline data was filtered to extract all potential lane departure events. The following conditions were applied:

- Lateral distance from the middle of the car to the closest lane marker < 0.7 m (corresponding to the side of the car crossing the lane marker by > 0.2 m) for at least 0.3 s to ensure the presence of an actual exit from the driving lane.
- Lane width between 2.5 m and 4 m to avoid minor roads without lane markings and large open spaces.
- Speed > 50 km/h to exclude low-speed, possibly complex events.
- Road curvature > 500 m to avoid events on curved roads.
- No complete lane change occurred (i.e., the vehicle returns to the original lane after the event).

In total, 131 potential lane departure events matching the above criteria were extracted. Next, these events were examined by the authors who watched the front-view video and narratives (i.e., free-text event descriptions). In this step, a further 10 events were excluded. The 1055 crashes and near-crashes were filtered further to include only drift events with a minimal number of confounding factors; see Appendix A for full details. The filtering resulted in a set of 126 potential lane departure events.

Of these, 90 low-speed events (<50 km/h) were excluded from the data set. The remaining 36 potential lane departures were examined by studying each event’s forward-view video and narratives (i.e., free-text event descriptions). In this step, a further 10 events were excluded. In addition to the selection criteria described earlier, speed and GPS data had to be available (necessary for the data preprocessing, see Section 2.2). Missing data resulted in another 20 events being excluded.

Only six events (five drivers with one event each, and one driver with two events) remained in the final data set. Three of these events lacked information about the vehicle’s lateral lane position. For these cases, the lane position was retrieved using a video-based annotation tool (Shams El Din, 2020). The low number of remaining events may seem surprising, not least compared to the number of events extracted from the EyesOnRoad data set. However, it should be noted that the EyesOnRoad events were not near-crashes or crashes, like the events in the SHRP2 database. If the SHRP2 database had also included lower-criticality events, there would undoubtedly have been more. However, as noted, most of the original 1056 SHRP2 departures were low-speed events or influenced by complicating factors.

2.1.2. The strategic highway research program 2 (SHRP2) data set

A naturalistic driving data set involving more than 3000 volunteer passenger-vehicle drivers (both males and females, in the age range 16–98 years) was collected over three years within the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2; Hallmark et al., 2014; Academies and of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2011). The collected real-world lane departures make up the basis of the second data set analyzed in this work. There were 1056 lane departures in this set, of which 1055 were considered crashes or near-crashes (see the report by Hankey et al., 2016 for the exact definition of crash and near-crash). The remaining event, annotated as “Crash-Relevant”, was excluded. The 1055 crashes and near-crashes were filtered further to include only drift events with a minimal number of confounding factors; see Appendix A for full details. The filtering resulted in a set of 126 potential lane departure events.

Of these, 90 low-speed events (<50 km/h) were excluded from the data set. The remaining 36 potential lane departures were examined by studying each event’s forward-view video and narratives (i.e., free-text event descriptions). In this step, a further 10 events were excluded. In addition to the selection criteria described earlier, speed and GPS data had to be available (necessary for the data preprocessing, see Section 2.2). Missing data resulted in another 20 events being excluded.

Only six events (five drivers with one event each, and one driver with two events) remained in the final data set. Three of these events lacked information about the vehicle’s lateral lane position. For these cases, the lane position was retrieved using a video-based annotation tool (Shams El Din, 2020). The low number of remaining events may seem surprising, not least compared to the number of events extracted from the EyesOnRoad data set. However, it should be noted that the EyesOnRoad events were not near-crashes or crashes, like the events in the SHRP2 database. If the SHRP2 database had also included lower-criticality events, there would undoubtedly have been more. However, as noted, most of the original 1056 SHRP2 departures were low-speed events or influenced by complicating factors.

2.1.3. The run-off-road simulator study data set

This data set came from a study with 12 drivers (between 25 and 43 years old; nine males and three females) who were exposed to an artificially induced road departure event while driving on a highway in a full-motion, high-fidelity driving simulator. Full details about the artificially applied yaw angle and study setup are provided by Eriksson et al. (2018). While driving, the drivers had to perform a visual-manual secondary task involving reading numbers from a display on six occasions. Throughout the secondary task, one finger had to be touching the display for at least 2.2 s. A road departure event towards the right road edge was induced two times during the drive, coinciding with the performance of the secondary task. The departure event was accomplished by rotation of the wheel. Only six events (five drivers with one event each, and one driver with two events) remained in the final data set. Three of these events lacked information about the vehicle’s lateral lane position. For these cases, the lane position was retrieved using a video-based annotation tool (Shams El Din, 2020). The low number of remaining events may seem surprising, not least compared to the number of events extracted from the EyesOnRoad data set. However, it should be noted that the EyesOnRoad events were not near-crashes or crashes, like the events in the SHRP2 database. If the SHRP2 database had also included lower-criticality events, there would undoubtedly have been more. However, as noted, most of the original 1056 SHRP2 departures were low-speed events or influenced by complicating factors.
(Cao et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2013). For the naturalistic data sets, the relative yaw rate was calculated by fusing data from the vehicle’s GPS and yaw rate sensor; see Appendix B for details.

2.2.1. Gaze direction

The nature of the recorded gaze information differed between the data sets, including some differences in the definitions of on– and off-road gazes. The gaze data specifications for each data set are highlighted below.

The EyesOnRoad data set: This data set provided a Boolean signal stating whether the gaze was on– or off-road. Gaze was considered on-road when directed toward a rectangular area $+/- 10^\circ$ horizontally and $+/- 10^\circ$ vertically from a horizontal center line through the driver seat. The gaze direction was captured by an in-vehicle camera assisted by two infrared illumination modules (Karlsson et al., 2016).

The SHRP2 data set: The gaze direction was manually coded per video frame (15 Hz) by trained data annotators using video recordings of the drivers’ faces. Each frame was associated with a discrete glance location (e.g., “forward”, “center stack”, or “rearview mirror”). In this paper, gaze on-road corresponded to the “forward” glance location, defined as: “Any glance out the forward windshield directed towards the direction of the vehicle’s travel. When the vehicle is turning, these glances may not be directed directly forward but towards the vehicle’s heading” (Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, 2019).

The Run-off-road simulator study data set: A commercial (SmartEye; SmartEye, n.d.) four-camera eye tracker system was used to track the drivers’ gaze directions. The driver’s gaze was considered on-road when detected within an area of interest called “on-screen” and directed along the vehicle’s heading.

2.2.2. Steering adjustment extraction

Steering control can be assumed to be an intermittent process that can be modeled as a sequence of ballistic motor primitives described, for example, by bell-shaped steering pulses (Benderius & Markkula, 2014; Cheng et al., 2020; Markkula et al., 2018). Consequently, in this paper, the steering rate is assumed to consist of a series of (possibly partially overlapping) bell-shaped adjustments, each with a duration of 0.4 s in accordance with previous literature (Benderius & Markkula, 2014; Markkula et al., 2018). Fig. 2 shows an example of a sequence of bell-shaped steering adjustments and the corresponding reconstructed relative yaw rate signal from the EyesOnRoad data set. A brief sensitivity analysis showed that small changes in the steering adjustment duration did not influence the methods (subjectively judged) accuracy noticeably.

Due to the intermittent nature of the steering signal, individual steering adjustments were extracted to reproduce the steering signal. Such extraction has previously been demonstrated by Markkula et al. (2018) using the steering wheel angle signal. The method from that study was here applied to the relative yaw rate signal (see the full paper by Markkula et al., 2018, for details on the steering adjustment extraction).

The steering adjustment extraction method developed by Markkula and colleagues (2018) is sensitive to small fluctuations in the steering signal. As in the original method, a Gaussian kernel averaging filter (also called Gaussian smoothing, see, e.g., Hastie et al.,
was used to smoothen the relative yaw rate signals in all data sets. To balance the signal reconstruction error and the risk of overfitting the steering peaks, they concluded that using a filter with a standard deviation of 0.1 s was suitable for their lane-keeping data set (in the current study we use 0.11 s). However, the three data sets differed in the noise filtering required. Thus, after signal smoothing, a different minimum threshold for steering amplitude (i.e., a minimum value of the change in relative yaw rate) was defined for each data set. The purpose of the threshold was to closely replicate the original relative yaw rate signals. Small values were chosen for the naturalistic data sets (EyesOnRoad: 0.25° s$^{-2}$; SHRP2: 0.7° s$^{-2}$), while a relatively high value was necessary for the simulator data set (6° s$^{-2}$) to avoid identifying any part of the artificially applied yaw angle deviation (which was always less than 6° s$^{-2}$) as the primary corrective steering adjustment. This choice did not have a major influence on the results since the drivers’ primary corrective steering adjustments (quantified in terms of the change in relative yaw rate) in the simulator data set generally had high amplitudes (approximately in the order of 10°–60° s$^{-2}$). Fig. 3 compares the relative yaw rate signal and the identified adjustments for an event from the simulator study data set and an event from the EyesOnRoad data set. It can be seen that the reconstruction is not perfect; some of the adjustments in Fig. 3 are longer than 0.4 s—or they consist of multiple overlapping adjustments in rapid succession, interpreted by the algorithm as a single adjustment. Therefore, the adjustments estimated timing may be delayed by 0.1–0.2 s. The magnitude of the steering adjustment is unaffected by possible timing delays.

2.2.3. Identification of the primary corrective steering adjustments

The primary corrective steering adjustment was defined as the first steering adjustment in the opposite direction of the lane departure. For the Run-off-road simulator study, adjustments to the yaw rate due to the artificially induced road departure were excluded; moreover, remaining adjustments were only considered as candidates for the primary corrective adjustment if they occurred after the artificial yaw rate application was complete. Examples of the primary corrective steering adjustments identified in two events, one from naturalistic data and one from the simulator study, can be found in Fig. 3. The initiation time of the primary corrective steering adjustment, defined as the start of the corresponding bell-shaped curve, was analyzed in relation to the end of the last off-road glance that the driver initiated before the steering adjustment.

The bulk of the analyses in this paper concern the amplitude of the primary corrective steering adjustment, which is defined as the change in relative yaw rate at the peak of the bell-shaped curve (i.e., halfway through the primary corrective steering adjustment). The analysis of the amplitude will be described in the next section.

2.3. Lane departure risk metrics

The steering amplitude was described in relation to a set of lane departure risk metrics, measured at the initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment. The drivers are assumed to use these risk metrics to evaluate the momentaneous lane departure risk in a
given situation, and, consequently, the need for an immediate steering response. Since drivers mainly use visual stimuli to guide their actions (Macadam, 2003), only risk metrics which were possible to perceive visually (directly or indirectly) were considered, and no vestibular or haptic cues were investigated. All three data sets included only straight roads or very mild curves. Thus, for simplicity, zero road curvature was assumed in all risk metric calculations, along with a fixed vehicle width of 1.8 m. The vehicle’s front axis was assumed to be positioned 1 m from the vehicle center (Mammar et al., 2006).

In this study the following risk metrics were used: relative yaw angle, risk metrics based on splay angle (three alternatives), risk metrics based on critical yaw rate (three alternatives), and modified iTLC. They are described here in turn.

2.3.1. Relative yaw angle

The relative yaw angle $\theta$, illustrated in Fig. 4, is defined as the difference in degrees between the vehicle’s forward direction and the lane’s forward direction (at the vehicle’s location). It may be considered a very simple lane departure risk metric, since it is independent of the estimated time or distance to departure. That is, the vehicle may be positioned at any lateral distance from the lane marker with the same relative yaw angle.

2.3.2. Risk metrics based on splay angle

The splay angle is the angle between the optical projection of a straight path and the vertical and has been used to explain the control of alignment in aviation (Calvert, 1954; Warren, 1982). In the car driving context, the splay angle is defined as the angle between a vertical line and the optical projection of lane markers on the driver’s retina (Beall & Loomis, 1996; L. Li & Chen, 2010). This angle provides information about the vehicle’s lateral position, independent of potential look-ahead distance (comparable to looming in a longitudinal situation; Lee, 1976; Svärd et al., 2017, 2021). Using splay angles as a risk metric is attractive since they are directly available in the driver’s visual input. Angular information is efficiently acquired and processed by the human brain because of the spatial organization of neurons in the primary visual cortex (Martínez-García & Gordon, 2018; Yacoub et al., 2008). Fig. 5 provides illustrations of splay angles in two different situations.

Splay angles towards both the left and the right were calculated under the simplifying assumption that the driver was laterally positioned in the middle of the vehicle. This assumption is motivated by the hypothesis that the driver has learned to adjust for the contribution to the splay angles from their off-central placement in the vehicle. This definition also makes the metric easier to interpret because the left and right splay angles are equal when the vehicle is in the middle of the lane (independent of the vehicle’s rotation). Furthermore, the driver’s eyes were assumed to be at the height of $h_{\text{eyes}} = 1.1$ m from the ground. The splay angle $S$ can then be written as in Equation (1):
$S = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{d_{lm}}{h_{eye} \cos \theta} \right)$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $d_{lm}$ is the lateral distance to the lane marker, and $\theta$ is the relative yaw angle (L. Li & Chen, 2010).

Three lane departure risk metrics were defined based on splay angle information:

**Splay angle with respect to the closest departure direction, $S_R$ or $S_L$:** This risk metric is defined as the splay angle in the departure direction—that is, the splay angle with respect to the right-lane marker, $S_R$, for departures towards the right and the splay angle with respect to the left-hand lane marker, $S_L$, for departures towards the left of the lane.

**Splay error, $S_{err}$:** This risk metric compares the left and right splay angles, as shown in Equation (2). This metric has previously been used in steering controls. A value close to zero reflects a steady lane position in the middle of the lane (Martínez-García & Gordon, 2018).

$S_{err} = S_R - S_L$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

**Change in splay error, $\dot{S}_{err}$:** This risk metric is defined as the derivative of the splay error with respect to time.

### 2.3.3. Risk metrics based on critical yaw rate

The critical yaw rate $\dot{\theta}_c$ is defined as the yaw rate that, if sustained, would result in lane departure at a specific preview distance $d_p$ and preview time $t_p$ (Gordon et al., 2009; Martínez-García et al., 2016; Martínez-Garcia & Gordon, 2017). The preview time can be understood as the driver’s look-ahead time (how far ahead the driver plans their driving). Commonly used preview times of 1–3 s (Gordon & Srinivasan, 2014; Martínez-García & Gordon, 2018; Ungoren & Peng, 2005) motivated the four preview time alternatives selected in this paper: 0.5 s, 1 s, 1.5 s, and 2.5 s.

Three lane departure risk metrics based on critical yaw rate were explored:

**Critical yaw rate, $\dot{\theta}_c$:** When the critical yaw rate was directly used as a risk metric, it was defined with respect to the closest lane boundary (on the right for right-hand side departures and on the left for left-hand side departure events); see Fig. 6. The critical yaw rate was calculated according to Equation (3). This metric may, theoretically, take on both positive and negative values depending on whether vehicle is estimated to depart from the lane earlier or later than the defined preview time:

$\dot{\theta}_c = \frac{2v \sin(\phi)}{d_p}$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In Equation (3), $v$ is the vehicle speed, $\phi$ is the angular difference between the current yaw direction and the preview point at the
lane boundary, and \( d_p \) is the distance (in meters) to the preview point (Gordon et al., 2009; Martínez-García et al., 2016; Martínez-García & Gordon, 2018).

**Yaw rate error (YRE):** The YRE metric, shown in Equation (4), is the difference between the current and critical yaw rates. It addresses a shortcoming of the critical yaw rate, which does not consider the current yaw rate. YRE is measured with respect to the closest lane boundary; see Fig. 7. The YRE has previously been suggested to measure lane-keeping performance (Gordon et al., 2009).

\[
YRE = \dot{\theta} - \dot{\theta}_c
\]  

(4)

where \( \dot{\theta} \) is the current relative yaw rate.

**Critical normalized yaw rate (CNYR):** The CNYR is a further refinement of the critical yaw rate and YRE risk metric which takes both sides of the lane into account; see Fig. 8 and Equation (5). Moreover, it is normalized. The driver is required to keep \( |\text{CNYR}| < 1 \) to stay within the lane during the defined preview time. This measure has been previously used in computational models of drivers’ lane-keeping behaviors (Martínez-García et al., 2016; Martínez-García & Gordon, 2018). CNYR is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{CNYR} = \frac{\dot{\theta} - 0.5(\dot{\theta}_{c,L} + \dot{\theta}_{c,R})}{0.5(\dot{\theta}_{c,L} - \dot{\theta}_{c,R})} 
\]  

(5)

In Equation (5), \( \dot{\theta}_{c,L} \) is the critical yaw rate with respect to the left-hand side and \( \dot{\theta}_{c,R} \) is the critical yaw rate with respect to the right-hand side of the lane.

### 2.3.4. Modified iTLC

Time to collision (TTC) and its inverse are common measures of situational criticality for longitudinal driving situations (Kiefer et al., 2005; Kondoh et al., 2014; D. N. Lee, 1976). Time to lane crossing (TLC) can be considered a counterpart for lateral situations (Godthelp, 1988; Mammar et al., 2006; van Winsum et al., 2000). It has been shown that the reciprocal of TLC, inverse time to lane crossing (iTLC), is associated with the perceived risk of lane exceedance (Boer, 2016; Cheng et al., 2020). Thus, a high iTLC value may...
trigger a corrective steering action.

A weakness of using iTLC as a lane departure risk metric in the context of the present analyses is that it would be undefined as soon as the driver departs from the lane, resulting in missing data on the occasions where the driver does not initiate the primary corrective steering adjustment until after the vehicle has already crossed the lane marker. Therefore, a modified version of iTLC was used. The modified iTLC was defined as the inverse of the estimated time to cross an artificial lane marker positioned one meter beyond the actual lane marker; see Fig. 9.

The modified iTLC, \( \text{iTLC}_{\text{mod}} \), was estimated using the method for calculating TLC based on lateral position, speed, and an assumed constant acceleration described by Mammar et al., (2006; see also P. Li et al., 2018), as shown in Equation (6),

\[
\text{iTLC}_{\text{mod}} = \frac{a_{\text{lat}}}{-v_{\text{lat}} + \sqrt{v_{\text{lat}}^2 + 2a_{\text{lat}}(d_{\text{lat}}+1)}}
\]

where \( d_{\text{lat}} \) is the lateral distance from the closest lane marker, \( v_{\text{lat}} \) is the lateral speed (i.e., speed towards the lane marker), and \( a_{\text{lat}} \) is the constant lateral acceleration (i.e., acceleration towards the lane marker).

### 2.4. Model selection

Bayesian linear regression was used to investigate whether it was possible to construct a model which could accurately estimate the amplitude of the primary corrective steering adjustment (Gelman et al., 2013; Sosa & Aristizabal, 2022). A set of candidate steering amplitude models were devised using the lane departure risk metrics presented in Section 2.3. Some risk metrics were closely correlated due to sharing a common basis (e.g., all splay angle-based risk metrics). However, only metrics that were not based on the same concept were used as predictors in the same candidate model.

Equations (7a)–c show the structure of the Bayesian linear model that was applied in this work. Non-informative (very vague) conjugate priors were assumed (Koch, 2007; Lambert, 2018). Similar to what was suggested by Lynch (2007), the predictor coefficients, \( \beta \), were sampled from a very flat normal distribution (i.e., centered around zero with a variance of 10^6). Moreover, the model variance, \( \sigma^2 \), was sampled from a conjugate inverse gamma prior distribution with small hyperparameters (shape and rate set to 0.001; Lunn et al., 2012). The model can be expressed as:

\[
\hat{\theta} | x, \beta, \sigma^2 \sim \mathcal{N} ( \hat{\beta}_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + \cdots + \beta_k x_k, \sigma^2 ) , \ i = 1, 2, \cdots, n \quad (7a)
\]

\[
\beta_j \sim \mathcal{N} (0, 10^6) , \ j = 1, 2, \cdots, k \quad (7b)
\]

\[
\sigma^2 \sim \mathcal{IG} (0.001, 0.001) \quad (7c)
\]

where \( \hat{\theta} \) is the change in relative yaw rate, \( x \) is the predictor vector, \( k \) is the number of predictors in the model, and \( n \) is the number of observations.

The candidate model predictors were chosen based on Spearman’s correlation coefficient, \( \rho \), between the corresponding risk metric and the change in relative yaw rate. The model selection was then based on forward elimination (James et al., 2017). The method involves keeping predictors for which the highest posterior density (HPD) interval is non-overlapping with zero and incrementally add predictors until the adjusted \( R^2 \) value (henceforth denoted by \( R^2 \)) estimated with Wherry’s formula (Wherry, 1931), no longer improves. That is, until the proportion of data explained by the model no longer increases, when adjusted for model complexity.

In an attempt to further improve the model, polynomial predictor terms were added to the model candidates in the last selection step. The polynomial terms were used to further investigate the influence of higher order terms of the dominating model predictors (see Appendix C for details). Prior to adding a polynomial predictor term, the polynomial was linearly transformed into an orthogonal polynomial (Narula, 1979, provides an overview of orthogonal polynomials in regression). The orthogonality transformation was necessary to make the polynomial predictors linearly independent. In the model selection process, the composite predictors were kept or discarded under the same conditions as the single predictors (i.e., adding or removing the predictors one by one).

Finally, a threshold model (i.e., a model describing two different dynamic processes—one below, and one above—a certain threshold) depending on the was suggested based on the results from fitting the linear (and polynomial) models to our three data sets. The threshold model used in this work was locally linear, with a threshold on the relative yaw angle determining the shift between two different processes: one process for less critical situations and one process more critical situations.

All models were evaluated using the JAGS package in R (JAGS, n.d.), using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with three chains.

### 3. Results

The first subsection below presents the results from the analyses of the timing of the primary corrective steering adjustments from unintentional lane departures in the three data sets. The next subsection describes the analysis of the suggested lane departure risk metrics and the results of using these metrics to model the primary corrective steering amplitudes. An overview of the adjustment timings and amplitudes, overall and for each data set separately, is presented in Table 2.
3.1. Initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment

The distributions of the time between the end of the last off-road glance and the initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment are presented in Fig. 10. It can be observed that a large proportion of drivers initiated their steering response before, or at the same time as, they redirected their gaze towards the road in front.

Some differences between data sets were observed. Drivers in the simulator study reacted earlier than drivers in the naturalistic data (EyesOnRoad and SHRP2). Practically all drivers in the simulator study had started to steer before looking up (the yaw rate change was initiated within 0.25 s of the time that the gaze returned to the road), while the drivers in the EyesOnRoad data set had a high number of steering reactions occurring just after looking up (0.25–0.5 s after the gaze was back on the road). Similarly, 50 % of the SHRP2 drivers (i.e., three drivers) reacted before looking up, and 50 % initiated steering at a later point in time.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>No. of departures (left / right)</th>
<th>Steering response time from glance on-road, mean (std), [s]</th>
<th>Steering amplitude, mean (std), [s^2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EyesOnRoad</td>
<td>16 / 18</td>
<td>0.58 (0.98)</td>
<td>−1.09 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRP2</td>
<td>3 / 3</td>
<td>0.38 (0.60)</td>
<td>−4.33 (2.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-off-road simulator</td>
<td>0 / 12</td>
<td>−0.06 (0.28)</td>
<td>−26.67 (13.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>19 / 33</td>
<td>0.40 (0.86)</td>
<td>−7.37 (12.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10.** Distributions of steering initiation times (measured from the end of the last off-road glance before the primary corrective steering adjustment). The upper three panels present the distributions for each studied data set separately, while the panel at the bottom provides the total distribution over all data sets. Note that negative time values correspond to steering adjustments initiated before the driver’s gaze returned to the road.

#### 3.1. Initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment

The distributions of the time between the end of the last off-road glance and the initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment are presented in **Fig. 10**. It can be observed that a large proportion of drivers initiated their steering response before, or at the same time as, they redirected their gaze towards the road in front.
3.2. Lane departure risk metrics and steering amplitude

The below subsections present the results from the analysis of lane departure risk metrics and describe how the metrics may be associated with the primary corrective steering adjustment amplitude. The best-performing Bayesian regression models are also described. Full details of the model selection process are presented in Appendix C.

3.2.1. Drivers’ responses to lane departure risk metrics

Scatter plots of the risk metrics and corresponding steering amplitudes are shown in Fig. 11. Apparent differences in responses between the data sets could be observed, with the most evident correlations (in terms of ρ-value) between risk metrics and steering amplitudes emerging from the simulator data set. However, considerable response variations can be seen between individual data points, as well as between data sets.

3.2.2. Linear model performance

The best model for predicting steering amplitudes across all three data sets using only linear modeling terms ($R^2 = 0.75$) was based on the relative yaw angle as the only predictor, as shown in Equation (8):

$$\ddot{\theta} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \theta$$

The output $\ddot{\theta}$ is the change in relative yaw rate at the peak of the primary corrective steering adjustment. The model was fitted using three MCMC chains with 100,000 iterations each (burn-in: 5,000), reaching good convergence. The bottom part of Panel a in Fig. 12 illustrates the 95 % HPD interval of the predictor coefficient ($\beta_1$), which turned out to be well separated from zero (i.e., the predictor clearly contributes to the model fit). The mean value was $\beta_1 = -12.38$. The model output is illustrated by a straight line in the upper part of the panel, together with the actual data points from all three data sources. It can be observed that this linear model predicts the amplitude of the primary corrective steering adjustment reasonably well for all data sets but does not capture potential non-linearities in the data.

The performance of the model in Equation (8) considerably decreased when fitted to the data from the simulator study only ($R^2 = 0.26$), which are much better explained by the linear relative yaw angle-based model ($R^2 = 0.48$). However, the linear relative yaw angle-based model performed poorly on the naturalistic data sets ($R^2 = 0.14$). A better fit to the naturalistic data ($R^2 = 0.33$) was obtained using a linear model based on the change in splay error. Fig. 12, Panel b, illustrates how this change-in-splay-angle-based...
A polynomial model outperforms the best linear model

Even though linear models could predict the amplitude of the primary corrective steering adjustment reasonably well, it was possible to improve the model fit substantially by adding polynomial terms to the model equation. The best model fit over all data sets ($R^2 = 0.84$) was obtained from the polynomial model in Equation (9):

$$\ddot{\theta} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \theta + \beta_2 \theta^2$$

(9)

where the output $\ddot{\theta}$ is the change in relative yaw rate at the peak of the primary corrective steering adjustment, and the predictor $\theta$ is the relative yaw angle at the initiation of the adjustment. The model was fitted using three MCMC chains with 100,000 iterations each (burn-in: 5,000), reaching convergence.

The bottom part of Panel a in Fig. 13 shows that the 95 % HPD intervals of the predictor coefficients for both polynomial terms ($\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$) are well separated from zero. A linear transformation back to the original polynomial would yield the mean parameter values 5.83 and -5.9 instead of -77.73 and -27.67. (The former values should be used when the model is applied directly to the relative yaw angle signal without first performing the orthogonality transformation required for the model selection process.) As illustrated in Panel a of Fig. 13, this polynomial model predicts the primary steering adjustment amplitude well.

However, the model performance seems to be heavily impacted by the data points from the simulator study. Fitting the same model separately to the naturalistic and simulator data sets reveals that the second-degree predictor no longer has an effect (the HPD interval crosses zero). The model fit to the separate data sets is considerably lower than that of the complete data set. Applying a linear model of
the relative yaw angle results in $\bar{R}^2 = 0.14$ on the naturalistic data sets and $\bar{R}^2 = 0.48$ on the simulator study data set. The model performance on the naturalistic data sets is shown in Fig. 13, Panel b.

### 3.2.4. A threshold model based on the best linear models has overall best performance

The previously described models based on the relative yaw angle perform best for high relative yaw angle values. For less critical cases (lower relative yaw angle values), a better fit is given by a model based on the change in splay error, as shown in Section 3.2.3. Further, a non-linear model component could potentially contribute to capture the difference in behavior between low and high relative yaw angle values (see Fig. 11). Therefore, we set up a threshold model, allowing different dynamics in the two relative yaw rate ranges:

$$\ddot{\theta} = \begin{cases} 
\beta_0 + \beta_1 S_{Err}, & \theta < 1.2 \\
\beta_2 + \beta_3 \theta, & \theta \geq 1.2
\end{cases} \tag{10}$$

The threshold used here was 1.5, but all values between 1.2 and 1.7 would give the same results since no data points exist in this interval. The model was fit to the combination of all data sets. The model performance (overall $\bar{R}^2 = 0.85$) not only exceeded the performance of the polynomial model suggested in Section 3.2.4, but it also had a more even performance over all data sets with $\bar{R}^2 = 0.34$ on the naturalistic data sets, and $\bar{R}^2 = 0.44$ on the simulator data set, see Fig. 14. The optimal parameter set was: $\beta_0 = 0.4, \beta_1 = -0.15, \beta_2 = 40.31$, and $\beta_3 = -26.22$.

### 4. Discussion

This work investigated the timing and amplitude of drivers’ primary corrective steering adjustments in unintentional lane departures due to lateral drift. The subsections below discuss the main conclusions drawn from the results and the most important limitations of the data and analyses.
Most drivers initiated the primary corrective steering adjustment before, or at the same time as, they redirected their gaze toward the road in front. This interpretation is clearly not changed by the slight delay between the steering wheel adjustments and the yaw rate signal which was used in this analysis (mentioned in Section 2.2). On the contrary, an equivalent analysis of the steering wheel adjustments would have shown even earlier reactions.

Thus, the drivers could guide their steering response without using foveal vision, suggesting the use of peripheral vision. This finding corresponds to the steering-leads-gaze strategy in curve-taking described by (Lehtonen et al., 2018). The results are also consistent with studies showing that, in non-critical situations, lane-keeping is supported by peripheral vision, presumably providing the driver with information about lane edges and optic flow (Land & Horwood, 1995; Robertshaw & Wilkie, 2008). In a test track...
experiment, Summala et al. (1996) tasked drivers with steering while keeping their gaze off-road; while their lane-keeping performance was degraded. They concluded that an experienced driver could still successfully keep the car in the lane using only peripheral vision. However, to the authors’ knowledge, this type of peripherally guided steering has not been demonstrated for critical situations.

Although all data sets suggested that drivers may start steering while still looking away from the road, there were some differences in response times between data sets. The drivers in the naturalistic data sets exhibited somewhat later steering initiation than those in the simulator study. The EyesOnRoad data set had a small peak in response times between 0.25 s and 0.5 s (including the 0.05–0.2 s delay before the steering response was detectable as a change in relative yaw rate, as well as possible delays because of imperfect signal reconstruction, as mentioned in Section 2.2). Since typical response times in car driving range from 0.4 s to more than 1 s (Makishita & Matsunaga, 2008; Szydłowski et al., 2021), it would generally not be possible for the drivers to visually perceive the scene and decide to react based on that information in such a short time frame (Wolfe et al., 2019). However, it is reasonable to believe that the drivers’ gaze was drawn back toward the road because of the detection of an imminent lane departure.

Another apparent difference between the data sets is the absence of long response times in the simulator study data. A potential reason for this is the study setup, which ensured that the drivers were visually distracted at the time of the lane departure event. Naturally, a similar control of the timing of the visual distraction was absent in the naturalistic driving data sets. In fact, a few very long response times (up to three seconds) were observed in naturalistic driving. In these events, the predominant cause of the vehicle movement towards the lane marker may not have been visual distraction, but could, for example, have been incapacitated or sleepy drivers (Cicchino & Zuby, 2017). Moreover, the severity of the events may have influenced the glance response times. In a highly time-critical situation, the drivers cannot afford to postpone the corrective adjustment until more situational information has been accumulated. In contrast, in less-critical situations (e.g., those in the EyesOnRoad data set), the drivers have time to evaluate the situation before deciding to steer (at least in some events). Also in situations of equal time criticality, a high risk of serious consequences (e.g., serious injuries) may urge the driver to respond quicker than in a corresponding low risk situation (e.g., a situation where only minor property damage would be likely). In the high-risk situation, the driver would not want to delay the response, while the driver in the low-risk case could afford to properly assess the situation in spite of an increased departure risk.

4.2. Both a polynomial and a threshold model can explain the steering amplitudes from all data sets

Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.5 demonstrated that the amplitudes of the primary corrective steering adjustments of all events in all considered data sets can be explained by one single, polynomial model, with good performance in terms of R² value. However, a threshold model explaining the data as the result of two different dynamical processes also achieved a high model fit. A shared property of both the polynomial and the threshold model was the use of the relative yaw angle at steering initiation as input, which was the least complex lane departure risk metric studied in this work. The models based on this simple metric outperformed models based on more complex risk metrics (such as the change in splay error, critical yaw rate, or modified iTLC).

A model using a second-degree polynomial of the relative yaw angle as a predictor reached a very high R² value (0.84). Interestingly, a mathematical analysis (derivation in Appendix D) shows that for any given lane departure scenario, the minimal required steering to avoid lane departure actually scales quadratically with the relative yaw angle. In other words, the second-degree polynomial relation between relative yaw angle and change in yaw rate suggests that drivers, in their first (primary) corrective steering adjustment, scale the amplitude of the steering adjustment as necessary to bring the vehicle back into the lane. This finding is consistent with the observations by Markkula et al. (2014), who concluded that steering to avoid collision with a lead vehicle was best described by an open-loop steering adjustment of a magnitude scaled with the requirements of the collision situation. Similar urgency-scaled driver responses have also been reported and used for modeling drivers’ braking behaviors in critical lead-vehicle events (Svärd et al., 2017, 2021).

However, the polynomial relative yaw angle-based model did not reproduce the observed steering amplitudes as well when fitted separately to the naturalistic data and the simulator study data. A potential reason for this difference in performance could be that the data sets contained data with different criticality levels in terms of relative yaw angle at steering initiation. The simulator data angles were greater than 2°, and the naturalistic data sets angles were mostly below 1.5°. To achieve a good fit overall the entire investigated relative yaw angle range, a threshold model turned out to be a reasonable alternative to the polynomial model. The threshold model featured a linear relationship with the change in splay error for low relative yaw angles (<1.5°), and a linear relationship with the relative yaw angle itself for higher angles. The slightly better R² value (R² = 0.85) for this model, compared to the polynomial model, may however not compensate for the increased model complexity (five parameters instead of three).

A correlation analysis showed that the splay angle and relative yaw angle are closely correlated (see Appendix D). This correlation implies that the low range of relative yaw angles could be explained by a linear relation to the relative yaw angle with results similar to those obtained by using the change in splay error risk metric. To confirm this, a piecewise linear function of the relative yaw angle, with a breakpoint at 1.5°, was fitted to the data (see Appendix E). The resulting R² value was 0.85, in accordance with the R² value in the original, change-in-splay-error-based threshold model. More importantly, the model coefficient values were very close to the coefficients obtained by a linear approximation of the polynomial, yaw-angle-based model in the high (approximated around 2.7°) and low (approximated around 0.7°) range, respectively. Thus, the threshold model could be considered a (piecewise) linearized version of the previously suggested polynomial model. Since both the threshold and polynomial models suggested in this study have high performances, more studies would be necessary to understand whether observed the steering amplitudes are the results of a continuous (polynomial) process, or rather should be understood as resulting from separate processes depending on the situation kinematics (relative yaw angle).

In spite of how well a relative yaw angle-based model estimates the change in relative yaw rate, it is not reasonable to believe that
drivers decide to steer solely based on this information in all kinds of kinematic situations: drivers must also use some measure of criticality related to estimated departure time or distance. Otherwise, drivers would always react in the same way to relative yaw angle deviations regardless of the vehicle’s lateral lane position (i.e., even when driving close to the lane marker on the opposite side of the road).

The performances of the models fitted to the naturalistic data sets were influenced mainly by the change in splay error, in contrast to the performances of the models simultaneously fitted to all data sets (or solely to the simulator study data), which were dominated by the relative yaw angle predictor. Whether this difference is caused by the difference in event severity levels or the different driving conditions (i.e., naturalistic driving or driving in a simulator), this observation may be essential for the practical applications of the models. Simulations of low-severity lane departures, such as most of the events in the naturalistic data sets, could benefit from using a change-in-splay-error-based model, while virtual tests with high-severity events may require other or additional predictors (such as the relative yaw angle). Though the threshold model presented in this study have a high performance on the considered data sets, more research would be necessary to confirm which model type (change in splay error-based or relative yaw angle-based) would be appropriate for which situation (or level of criticality).

4.3. Identification and accuracy of the primary corrective steering adjustments

Validation of the identified primary corrective steering adjustments at a subjective level was conducted by manually inspecting the “intuitive” location of steering initiation. However, this step was non-trivial, particularly for the naturalistic driving data sets. In some cases, the total recovery maneuver consisted of several steering adjustments (as exemplified in the lower panel of Fig. 3 in Section 2.2.2); sometimes there was no way to judge which adjustment was “primary”. In other cases, the primary corrective steering adjustment could not be distinguished from ordinary steering adjustments made at almost the same time. Hence, a small sensitivity analysis was performed on the events in the SHRP2 data set to study the impact of choosing alternative steering adjustments. The results showed that the conclusions drawn in this paper were robust to this variation.

4.4. Implications of differences in data set characteristics

This work was based on combining data from three different data sets and using these data to draw conclusions about the behavior of a generic driver. While using several different data sources may contribute to the strength and generalizability of the results, it also raises questions about data comparability and, consequently, the validity of the performed analyses.

Data set differences were already obvious in the selection of lane departure events and the data preprocessing step, discussed in Sections 2.1–2.2. Since the data were collected using different kinds of equipment and in different environments, the preprocessing had to be individually tailored to each data set. Different thresholds for steering adjustment extraction were used to make the final data sets comparable. In particular, a relatively high threshold was applied to the data from the simulator study. This was necessary to avoid identifying the artificially applied yaw angle deviation as part of the primary steering adjustment. The threshold choice was motivated by the relatively severe primary corrective steering adjustments in this data set and, thus, did not induce any limitations in the subsequent analysis.

A few noteworthy differences were also observed in the methods used to record glance behavior, and in the definitions of on-/off-road glances (see Section 2.2). These differences may have impacted the steering initiation distributions (see Section 3). Nonetheless, the influence of the methodological differences in the collection and processing of glance data between data sets is arguably not substantial (all underlying studies aimed to capture the current glance direction, but had different means of achieving that objective), and the conclusion that drivers can initiate corrective steering using peripheral vision still holds.

Moreover, the Run-off-road simulator study data set differed from the naturalistic driving data sets in several ways, apart from being based on data from a controlled test in a virtual environment. The most obvious difference was that all drivers were performing a non-driving-related, visual-manual secondary task at the start of the lane departure event. This task required the driver to keep a finger on a display. Consequently, the driver could only hold the steering wheel with one hand while looking off-road. This constraint (one-handed driving) may have delayed the motor reaction or influenced the steering amplitude. More research is needed to confirm whether one-handed driving generally causes response delays. The simulator study by Ameyoe and colleagues (Ameyoe et al., 2015), which aimed to assess driver distraction, is one of very few studies explicitly addressing one-handed driving. However, they did not find any significant differences in driving performance (standard deviation of lateral position and steering wheel reversal rate) between the one-handed driving condition and baseline driving.

Furthermore, the drivers in the simulator study were aware of being participants in an experiment and that they were being closely monitored, which may potentially have increased their vigilance. However, the distraction task successfully induced longer glances away from the road, than those that naturally occurred when driving freely (without performing a task). Nonetheless, two of the drivers showed a gaze-shifting behavior between the distraction task and the road ahead. However, they looked back to the road only once (check glance). Their response patterns did, however, not qualitatively differ from the general response pattern observed for the other drivers.

The participant selection also differed between the data collection studies. Particularly, the EyesOnRoad data set consisted of drivers who were (or were closely related to) Volvo cars employees. Though the participants did not risk any repercussions from their employer for, for example, inappropriate driving behavior or violating traffic laws, this relation may still have imposed some bias in the collected data. For example, it is reasonable to believe that the participants had more detailed knowledge about the vehicle and its functions than an average driver would have had. The influence of this knowledge is presumably negligible in this study, since drivers’
emergency responses are typically reflexive and performed in open loop (Markkula et al., 2014; Markkula, 2015).

To summarize, the data set differences can be considered as additional “noise” in the analyzed data. All analyses in this paper reach the same (high-level) conclusions regardless of data set studied, except for the conclusions on the best-fitting steering amplitude model (since the data sets are best described by different models). Therefore, the results presented here can be considered more robust and generalizable than if the analyses had been performed on a single, homogeneous data set.

4.5. Limitations and future work

Although most limitations in the current work have already been discussed, there are some additional remarks:

First, the analyses in this paper are restricted to unintentional lane departure drift events on straight roads, with the primary causation mechanism being driver distraction or inattention. In addition, all data were collected on European (Swedish) or US roads. The conclusions may thus be invalid for events with vastly different causation mechanisms or in other geocultural areas.
Table C2
R² values and upper and lower limits of the 95 % HPD interval for all model candidates fitted to all data sets. The best-performing models are marked with bold R² values. An empty cell means the predictor was not considered for the current candidate model (row).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model ( θ ⋯ )</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Mean 95 % HPD interval (upper: low; lower: high)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iTLC_m</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>−19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ_m</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>−0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_{c;15}</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>−7.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>−12.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ + iTLC_m</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>−4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ + θ² (orthogonal*)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>−79.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Section 3.2.4.

Table C3
R² values and upper and lower limits of the 95 % HPD interval for all model candidates fitted to the naturalistic data sets only. The best-performing model is marked with a bold R² value. An empty cell means the predictor was not considered for the current candidate model (row).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model ( θ ⋯ )</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Mean 95 % HPD interval (upper: low; lower: high)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iTLC_m</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ_m</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_{c;15}</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>−1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>−2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ_m + iTLC_m</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>−4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ_m + ŝ²_m (orthogonal*)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−8.1−4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best model from Section C.1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>−6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ + θ² (orthogonal*)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>−2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Section 3.2.4.

Table C4
R² values, and upper and lower limits of the 95 % HPD interval for all model candidates fitted to only the simulator study data set only. The best-performing model is marked with a bold R² value. An empty cell means the predictor was not considered for the current candidate model (row).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model ( θ ⋯ )</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Mean 95 % HPD interval (upper: low; lower: high)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iTLC_m</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>−7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ_m</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>−0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_{c;15}</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>−4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>−7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ + iTLC_m</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>−0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ + θ² (orthogonal*)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>−38.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Section 3.2.4.
Second, the complete data set comprised only 52 lane departure events, which could be considered a low number of data points for drawing firm conclusions. However, since detailed recordings of critical lane departures are rare, only few such events can be found in a single data set. The low number of events in each data set was one of the motivations for performing a joint analysis on all available data sets (treating them as a single collection of lane departure events). The number of events (six) was particularly scant for the SHRP2 data set. However, these departures were more severe (in terms of crash risk) than those observed in the other naturalistic data set (the EyesOnRoad data set). Thus, including these few events contributed to a more comprehensive analysis of naturalistic lane departures. The fact that we do include several data sets from different data sources should help making the results more generalizable than if we

---

**Fig. D1.** A schematic illustration of the yaw rate required to bring the vehicle back into the lane at point B. The vehicle is positioned at point A and drives toward the lane marker at speed $v$ with relative yaw angle $\theta$.

**Fig. E1.** The relative yaw angle risk metric plotted against the change in relative yaw rate (colored markers). The best polynomial model fitted to all data sets is shown with a solid black line, and its linear approximations are shown with dashed orange lines. A gray dotted line marks the border between the low and high relative yaw angle ranges (i.e., the threshold value). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
only included a single data set from a single study.

Additionally, only 21 different drivers were responsible for the 52 lane departure events. The highest number of different drivers are found in the simulator data set, but, in contrast to the other data sets, these drivers were driving in a very controlled environment and were exposed to the exact same experiment setup. Thus, the simulator data set contributes with a larger variation in driver characteristics, while the EyesOnRoad data set contributes with a larger variation in scenario characteristics. Both these variables are important, but we catch only both when studying the combined data sets. To ensure that the conclusions drawn in the current analyses are representative of general driver behavior, future studies involving a high number of drivers representative of the targeted population (or geocultural area) are necessary.

Although this work focused on the primary corrective steering adjustment, adding subsequent steering adjustments in the analysis could enable a more comprehensive understanding of driver’s lane departure recovery maneuvers, as well as an assessment of how the complete maneuvers may differ between the data sets. Appendix E demonstrates that there is a significant difference in the severity of the recovery maneuvers between the naturalistic and driving simulator study data sets. The severity was quantified in terms of the minimum distance to the opposite lane marker (after corrective steering initiation) and the duration of the maneuver before reaching that minimum distance.

The events studied in this paper were all critical (although to different degrees), and all drivers started steering relatively close to the lane departure; thus, it may not have been possible, or necessary, to capture human steering behavior related to criticality (in time or distance) with the current modeling paradigm. More data, preferably from controlled studies, are required to analyze the drivers’ use of visual risk metrics in more detail, potentially including other lane departure risk metrics (or combinations) that were not studied here. For example, as mentioned, it has been suggested that drivers may use optic flow information and target waypoints to guide steering (Kountouriots et al., 2016; Lappi et al., 2020; Mole et al., 2016, 2019; Okafuji et al., 2018; Tuhkanen et al., 2019; Wilkie & Wann, 2003). Performing future analyses with a larger number of (high quality) data points available, other risk metrics may turn out to be important, and thus, the models suggested in this paper may need to be revisited.

With more data and knowledge about how drivers use visually available lane departure risk metrics, it would be possible to proceed from the linear models devised in this paper to more advanced modeling frameworks. Markkula et al. (2018) used a noisy evidence accumulation framework based on sensory predictions in combination with the two-point model for steering suggested by Salvucci and Grey (Salvucci & Gray, 2004) to model non-critical lane keeping. Since the framework has also been used to model critical situations in the longitudinal domain (Svärd et al., 2017, 2021), it should be possible to apply it to critical lane departures as well.

Glance behavior will be an essential part of accurate models for critical lane departures caused by distraction. Though drivers may be able to acquire visual input through the peripheral visual system during off-road glances, some visual cues may be substantially degraded. This could potentially be addressed in the steering models in a similar manner as in the partial looming perception approach for brake response models introduced by Svärd et al. (2021).

5. Conclusions

Drivers’ primary corrective steering adjustments when the vehicle is drifting out of the lane on straight roads were investigated using naturalistic and simulated driving data from three sources. It was observed that visually distracted drivers typically initiate their

Fig. F1. Left panel: A comparison of the minimum distance (in meters) to the opposite lane marker after the primary corrective steering maneuver for the EyesOnRoad data set (green) and Run-off-road simulator study data sets (purple). Right panel: A comparison of the time duration before reaching the minimum distance to the opposite lane marker for the EyesOnRoad (green) and Run-off-road simulator study (purple) data sets. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
primary corrective steering adjustment before, or at the same time as, looking up toward the road ahead. A possible explanation for this behavior, which aligns with previous research on non-critical lane-keeping behavior, is that drivers use peripheral vision to guide their corrective actions in critical lane departures (Summala et al., 1996).

Contrary to expectations, a polynomial model of the relative yaw angle measured at the initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment showed good performance in predicting the adjustment amplitude. This model outperformed models based on higher-complexity risk metrics such as splay angle, critical yaw rate, and modified iTLC, despite the high variability in data set characteristics (in terms of both data collection methods and the event severity levels). However, change in splay error explained the steering amplitudes in naturalistic data better than the relative yaw angle. The best model fit was achieved by combining the change in splay error and relative yaw angle metrics into a threshold model. In this way, the change in splay error was used to explain the less-critical data points (corresponding to low relative yaw angles), and the relative yaw angle could explain the data points at higher angles. Since an urgency component (estimated time or distance to departure) is lacking in the relative yaw angle-based models, more research is recommended to fully understand and model the driver’s recovery behavior in critical lane departure situations.

Computational models of driver’s recovery maneuvers in lane departure events will be essential for realistic virtual in-vehicle system assessments targeting lateral advanced driver assistance systems such as emergency LKAS. The models may also be beneficial when evaluating the safety benefits and driver acceptance of automated driving systems.
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Appendix A. – The data selection process for the SHRP2 data set

The original set of lane departure events in the SHRP2 data set was reduced in two steps to include only those events relevant to the current use case. The first step consisted of a database query, which reduced the data set from 1056 to 126 events; see Table A1. In the second step, all 126 events were manually examined, and the data set was further reduced to only 6 events. Details of the process in the second step are given in Table A2.

Appendix B. – Relative yaw rate calculation in the naturalistic data sets

The vehicles in the naturalistic data sets were instrumented with a yaw rate sensor, whose data could be fused with the GPS coordinates to calculate the relative yaw angle of the vehicle as follows.

First, the yaw rate signal was filtered, integrated, and offset-adjusted to match the GPS coordinates surrounding the event. This step was realized through an optimization procedure that minimized the distance error between the actual GPS coordinates and the coordinates estimated using the integrated and offset-adjusted yaw rate. To avoid optimizing against the lane departure, time samples with a lateral distance from the vehicle center to the lane marker less than 1.2 m were excluded.

Next, the relative yaw angle was calculated by subtracting the road heading angle (calculated from the GPS coordinates) from the optimized yaw angle. This signal could then be numerically differentiated to obtain the relative yaw rate and change in relative yaw
rate which were used as steering signals in this paper.

Appendix C. – Model selection

Here, the model selection process is presented in detail when applied to (1) all data sets simultaneously, (2) naturalistic data sets only, and (3) only the simulator study data set.

The model selection process was based on forward predictor elimination. The considered predictors were: modified iTLC \((iTLC_m)\), critical yaw rate at 1.5 s \((r_{c.1.5})\), change in splay error \((S_{err})\), and relative yaw angle \((\theta)\). A correlation analysis between the predictors showed high correlation between the three last mentioned predictors, see Table C1, thus no models including combinations of these were studied. The output of each model was the change in relative yaw rate \((\dot{\theta})\).

C.1 Model selection based on all data sets

Table C2 provides an overview of the investigated models, their respective \(R^2\) values, and the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior HPD intervals for each included predictor. For the combination of all data sets, we observed a dominance of the relative yaw angle predictor. Therefore, we also investigated whether a higher degree polynomial (a cubic predictor) could further improve the model, by adding a polynomial predictor: \(\theta^2\). To avoid predictor correlation, the polynomial predictor was transformed to be orthogonal to \(\theta\) (see Section 3.2.4). In this way, a comparison between models based on more complex metrics only and models dominated by the simple yaw angle metric was possible.

C.2 Model selection based on the naturalistic data sets

The model selection process based on the naturalistic data sets alone was equivalent to the process performed on all data sets (see Section C.1). The models which performed best on the complete data set (including data from the simulator study) were also evaluated using only the naturalistic data sets. The results are presented in Table C3.

Note that no relative yaw angle predictor dominance was observed for the naturalistic data set models. Instead, for these data sets, the change in splay error predictor seemed to dominate the models. A cubic relationship was thus investigated by adding a polynomial factor \(S_{err}^2\).

C.3 Model selection based on the simulator study data set

The model selection process based only on the simulator data set was equivalent to the process performed on all data sets (see Section C.1). The results are presented in Table C4. No single predictor was found to clearly dominate in this data set.

Appendix D. – Theoretical derivation of required steering amplitude

In Equations D.1 to D.4, the precise steering amplitude (i.e., change in yaw rate, \(\dot{\theta}\)) required to bring the vehicle back into the lane is derived; see Fig. D1 for the notation used.

\[
\begin{align*}
R - x &= R \cos \theta \\
\Rightarrow R(1 - \cos \theta) &= x \\
\Rightarrow R &= \frac{x}{1 - \cos \theta} \quad \text{(D.1)}
\end{align*}
\]

Relation between the radius \(R\) and the yaw rate \(\dot{\theta}\):

\[
\dot{\theta} = \frac{v}{R} \quad \text{(D.2)}
\]

\((\text{D.1)}\) and \((\text{D.2)}\) \Rightarrow \dot{\theta} = \frac{v}{x} (1 - \cos \theta) \quad \text{(D.3)}

Taylorexpansion \Rightarrow \dot{\theta} = \frac{v}{x} (1 - (1 - \theta^2))
\[
\Rightarrow \dot{\theta} = \frac{v}{x} \theta^2 \quad \text{(D.4)}
\]

Assuming an initial relative yaw rate close to zero, the required change in yaw rate will be proportional to \(\theta^2\), as shown by Equation
Appendix E. – Relation between a threshold model and the polynomial model

To investigate the performance of a threshold model entirely based on the relative yaw angle risk metrics, we set up the following model:

$$\tilde{\theta} = \begin{cases} \beta_0 + \beta_1 \theta, & \theta < 1.5^\circ \\ \beta_2 + \beta_3 \theta, & \theta \geq 1.5^\circ \end{cases}$$

(E.1)

The model was fit to the combination of all data sets. The model performance (overall $R^2 = 0.85$) was equal to the performance of the threshold model suggested in Section 3.2.5. The optimal parameter set was: $\beta_0 = 0.04$, $\beta_1 = -2.57$, $\beta_2 = 40.37$, and $\beta_3 = -26.24$. The model coefficients were found to very closely match the values obtained by linearizing the polynomial model suggested in Section 3.2.4 in the low and high yaw angle range, respectively. Specifically, we performed a linear approximation around $\theta_b = 0.7^\circ$ and $\theta_b = 2.7^\circ$. Eq. E.2-E.7 show the derivation of the linear coefficients:

$$f(\theta) = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \theta + \gamma_2 \theta^2$$

(E.2)

$$f'(\theta) = \gamma_1 + 2\gamma_2 \theta$$

(E.3)

Linearizing around $\theta_b$:

$$f(\theta) \approx f(\theta_b) + f'(\theta_b)(\theta - \theta_b)$$

(E.4)

$$\Leftrightarrow f(\theta) \approx (\gamma_1 + 2\gamma_2 \theta_b)\theta + \gamma_0 - \gamma_3 \theta_b^2$$

(E.5)

$$\Rightarrow k = \gamma_1 + 2\gamma_2 \theta_b$$

(E.6)

$$m = \gamma_0 - \gamma_3 \theta_b^2$$

(E.7)

where $k$ is the slope and $m$ the intercept of the linear approximation. Inserting $\theta_b = 0.7^\circ$, $\theta_b = 2.7^\circ$, and using the coefficient values from the polynomial model Section 3.2.4 in Eq. (E.2) yields $m = 0.68$ and $k = -2.43$ in the lower relative yaw angle range, and $m = 40.82$ and $k = -26.04$ in the high relative yaw angle range. Fig. E1 illustrates the linear approximations on top of the polynomial function.

Appendix F. – Differences in total corrective steering maneuver execution

A lane departure recovery maneuver may consist of several discrete steering adjustments after the primary corrective steering adjustment before reaching the desired lateral lane position. The drivers’ total corrective steering maneuvers—which consisted of the primary corrective steering adjustment and possible additional steering adjustments in the same direction—were studied to obtain a holistic view of drivers’ recoveries from unintentional lane departures and how these differ between the data sets. The total corrective steering maneuver was defined as starting at the initiation of the primary corrective steering adjustment and ending when the minimum lateral distance to the opposite lane marker was reached.

The analysis was performed on the events from the EyesOnRoad and Run-off-road simulator data sets. It did not include any events from the SHRP2 data set since the data available ended before the maneuvers were complete. In addition, several events in the EyesOnRoad data set had not reached the minimum distance to the opposite lane markers 7 s after initiating the recovery maneuver, which was the end time of the available data set. The minimum distance was measured at the last time sample for these events.

It was observed that the total corrective steering maneuvers had higher amplitudes and were briefer in the (less critical) events from the EyesOnRoad naturalistic data set than in the substantially more critical events from the simulator study; see Fig. F1. The differences were compared through two-sample t-tests. The results confirmed significant differences in both execution times and minimum distances to the opposite lane marker ($p < 0.0001$).

One possible explanation for the observed maneuvering differences is the origin of the data. Drivers may not show the same driving characteristics in a driving simulator as on a real road (see, e.g., the review by Wynne et al., 2019). The differences may be particularly marked during steering interventions, since realistic steering feedback is difficult to achieve in a driving simulator (Mircea, 2019). However, routine lane-keeping in a driving simulator has been shown to have good behavioral validity (H. C. Lee et al., 2003). Moreover, the current study was performed in a very advanced driving simulator for which drivers’ responses to unexpected steering interventions have been validated toward drivers’ responses in corresponding situations when driving a real vehicle on a test track (Jansson et al., 2014). Thus, it is improbable that the simulator environment entirely explains the observed differences between the data sets.
Another way to explain the maneuver differences could be the severity level of the included events in each data set. The Eye-onRoad data set consists of low-severity incidents in everyday driving which the drivers successfully resolved. The relatively low criticality level is further confirmed by the low values (compared to the simulator data set) of most lane departure risk metrics (shown in Fig. 11 in Section 3.2.1). In contrast, all lane departures in the simulator data set could be considered sudden, highly critical, and unexpected.

Markkula and colleagues (Markkula, 2015; Markkula et al., 2014) state that evasive maneuvers in critical situations tend to have open-loop characteristics, while routine driving maneuvers are performed in closed-loop. Open-loop steering could explain the tendency toward rapid reactions in which the driver steers more than necessary, as observed in the simulator data. These maneuvers were characterized by lateral overshoot; some drivers even exited the lane on the opposite side of the road before regaining control. Similarly, the closed-loop paradigm would explain the longer duration of the maneuvers in the less critical events from the Eye-onRoad data set.
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